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Galerie Max Hetzler is pleased to present Djemy, an exhibition of new
works by Jeremy Demester, on view at Goethestraße 2/3, in Berlin. It
is the artist’s sixth solo exhibition with the gallery. 

In this exhibition, the artist addresses his culture as a Tzigane,
specifcally of Kalderash Roma and Sinti origins. The term Tzigane will
be used in the following text for clarity purposes; nevertheless,
Tzigane people are not a homogeneous ethnic group. There are
signifcant nuances in the traditions of each group and family, refected
in particular in the wide variations in their respective languages. The
artist and his family have written a few words in Kalderash Romanes
to introduce the exhibition:

To li yaka télé,
« Roraves ko roramno pes ané lesko poaré », A djes o mai zuralo Kai 
rovel anglal savorende, Kanasi baro lanso konik nachtil poutreles, 
Papirocha vai douano akarel lé gras.
Kana nai tou dan sumnakuné machti poutres o vudar Katar.
Kana roves assoi vai tchorat ké na kel a nétché vouni ai tchorat kanaja
langlé machtli avel pal palé, 
Chorav eksera ritchya te dikav tu mé.

On the quest to explore his own roots, artist Jeremy Demester has
followed the history of the Tzigane people, within Europe to Northern
Africa, and onwards, working with a cartographer to draw a map of
their known travels and migrations. The title of the present exhibition,
Djemy, is his given name in Tzigane language, which uses a plurality
of private and public names for a person. Leading on from the
research into his own cultural roots, Demester has integrated Voodoo
culture into his practice for years, as he lives and paints in Ouidah,
Benin, where he established his studio. The artist identifed parallels
between both cultures, engaging with Voodoo in order to understand
his own roots more deeply. 

The 15 works displayed in this exhibition are a new body of large-
scale portraits, including an ambitious quadriptych unfolding over 8
metres. Some of these images of faces are not simply painted but are
completed by the addition of materials such as marble, aluminium,
bronze, resin, or carbon, which then form add-on elements such as
eyes, ears and braided headdresses, giving the works a sculptural
quality. They are mobile, attached to the outside of the original
canvas, either by the sides, or above, and strengthen the presence of
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the works, to the extent that they seem animated. The additional
elements are not planned, they are added to the paintings when
Demester feels they are necessary for the overall balance. In this
regard, he compares his practice to the initial intent of early
Renaissance painters such as Fra Angelico (ca. 1395-1455) or Piero
della Francesca (ca. 1410-1492), for whom the bas-relief frame of a
painting (usually cropped from the images we see in literature), was as
relevant as the composition.  

Demester’s paintings are portraits of moments, rather than people:
‘[These paintings] are about experiencing how things can be gathered
and merged into shapes. To take simple shapes, or just the two eyes,
and to build fgures. […] They are like portraits of moments, of time.
They represent abstractions of the Voodoo and Tzigane cultures
coming together. They are portraits of a whole people, a whole
dynamic of things. They are protectors and witnesses of situations.
[…] And a lot of them are crying. They are crying but they are strong.’
Moreover, through his experience decorating temples in Benin,
Demester realised that in representation, image has more power than
memory. The artist is aware of this immense strength, to the extent of
being deeply moved by the paintings while working on them, and sees
them as political emissaries, travelling the world from their origin in
Benin. 

Jeremy Demester (*1988, Digne), lives and works between the south
of France and Ouidah, Benin. Demester’s work has been presented in
institutional solo and group exhibitions, including at Fondation Zinsou,
Ouidah (2021 and 2015); MUba Eugène Leroy, Tourcoing (2019);
Stiftung zur Förderung zeitgenössischer Kunst in Weidingen (2018);
Château Malromé, Saint André-du-Bois (2018); Mucciaccia
Contemporary, Rome (2017); Musée d’art moderne et contemporain
de Saint-Étienne Métropole (2016); Palais de l’École des Beaux-Arts,
Paris (2016); and Palais des Beaux-Arts, Paris (2015), among others. 

The artist’s work can be found in the collections of Foundation Zinsou,
Ouidah; Istanbul Modern; and Musée d’Art Moderne et Contemporain 
Saint-Étienne Métropole, among others.



Further exhibitions and events:

3 March – 21 May 2022
Thomas Struth
Bleibtreustraße 45 and 15/16, 10623 Berlin

26 April – 1 June 2022
Hans Josephsohn
41 Dover Street, London

28 April – 6 August 2022
Günther Förg
Window Gallery, Goethestraße 2/3, 10623 Berlin

28 April – 6 August 2022
Günther Förg
EXPOSITION COLLECTIVE 1974 – 2007
Potsdamer Straße 77–87, 10785 Berlin

30 April – 4 June 2022
Carroll Dunham
Somatic Transmissions & Qualiscope (Recent Paintings)
57, rue du Temple, 75004 Paris
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